Erosion shapes our landscape and occurs when a sufficient shear stress is exerted by a fluid on a sedimented layer. What controls erosion at a microscopic level remains debated, especially near the threshold forcing where it stops. Here we study experimentally the collective dynamics of the moving particles, using a set-up where the system spontaneously evolves toward the erosion onset. We find that the spatial organization of the erosion flux is heterogeneous in space, and occurs along channels of local flux σ whose distribution displays scaling near threshold and follows P (σ) ∼ J/σ, where J is the mean erosion flux. Channels are strongly correlated in the direction of forcing but not in the transverse direction. We show that these results quantitatively agree with a model where the dynamics is governed by the competition of disorder (which channels mobile particles) and particle interactions (which reduces channeling). These observations support that for laminar flows, erosion is a dynamical phase transition which shares similarity with the plastic depinning transition occurring in dirty superconductors. The methodology we introduce here could be applied to probe these systems as well.
Erosion shapes our landscape and occurs when a sufficient shear stress is exerted by a fluid on a sedimented layer. What controls erosion at a microscopic level remains debated, especially near the threshold forcing where it stops. Here we study experimentally the collective dynamics of the moving particles, using a set-up where the system spontaneously evolves toward the erosion onset. We find that the spatial organization of the erosion flux is heterogeneous in space, and occurs along channels of local flux σ whose distribution displays scaling near threshold and follows P (σ) ∼ J/σ, where J is the mean erosion flux. Channels are strongly correlated in the direction of forcing but not in the transverse direction. We show that these results quantitatively agree with a model where the dynamics is governed by the competition of disorder (which channels mobile particles) and particle interactions (which reduces channeling). These observations support that for laminar flows, erosion is a dynamical phase transition which shares similarity with the plastic depinning transition occurring in dirty superconductors. The methodology we introduce here could be applied to probe these systems as well.
The response of erodible granular beds to shearing flows is of central importance in numerous natural phenomena such as sediment transport in rivers and estuaries, the evolution of mountains and landscapes, and the formation of dunes in the desert or underwater. It also affects many engineering processes such as slurry transport in mining or petroleum industries. However, and despite more than a century of studies, it still lacks a complete fundamental understanding. One of the essential issues is to describe the onset of solid flow. The incipient motion of the grains is controlled by the Shields number, θ = τ b /(ρ p − ρ f )gd, which is the shear stress τ b induced by the fluid at the top of the bed scaled by the hydrostatic pressure-difference across the grains of diameter d. Here ρ p and ρ f are the density of the solid and the fluid, respectively, and g the acceleration due to gravity. One observes a critical Shields number θ c below which motion stops [1] , following a first transitory and intermittent regime in which the granular bed is continually reorganizing [2] . This ageing or armoring of the bed leads to a saturated state of the bed independent of its preparation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Once a stationary state is reached, the rate J of particle transport above this threshold follows
, as reviewed in [7] .
Several approaches have been introduced to describe these observations. Bagnold [8] and followers [9] , emphasize the role of hydrodynamics. In their view, moving particles carry a fraction of the total stress proportional to their density m, such that the bed of static particles effectively remains at the critical Shields number. The hydrodynamic effect of a moving particle on the static bed is treated on average, which neglects fluctuations. Erosion-deposition models [2] are another kind of meanfield description, which emphasize instead that moving particles can fill up holes in the static bed, leading to the armoring phenomenon described above. Deposition and erosion are modeled by rate equations, which implicitly assumes that the moving particles visit the static bed surface entirely. More recently, collective effects have been emphasized. In [10] it was proposed that the erosion threshold is similar to the jamming transition that occurs when a bulk granular material is sheared [10] . Finally, two of us [11] have proposed that the competing effects of bed disorder and interactions between mobile particles controls the erosion onset.
New observations are required to decide which theoretical framework is most appropriate to the erosion problem, and for which conditions. In this letter, we study experimentally the collective dynamical effects of the mobile particles near threshold, by measuring and averaging the trajectories of all the grains on the top of the bed. Previously, a few studies have explored particle dynamics, but they have focused on isolated trajectories [2] . Here instead we analyze for the first time the spatial organization of the erosion flux. We use a set-up where the Shield number slowly and spontaneously decreases as erosion occurs, as also occurs in gravel rivers [12] . This effect allows us to investigate precisely the approach to threshold. Strikingly, we find that after averaging over time, the flux does not become homogeneous in space. Instead, fluctuations remain important and particles follow favored meandering paths. As the threshold is approached from higher Shields number, we find that most of the erosion flux is carried only by a few channels within the bed. Quantitatively, the distribution P (σ) of local flux σ in different channels is found to be extremely broad and to follow a power-law distribution P (σ) ∼ 1/σ. Moreover, channels are uncorrelated in the direction transverse to the flow, but display powerlaw correlations decaying as the inverse square root of the distance in the longitudinal direction. We perform a detailed comparison between these observations and the arXiv:1606.01300v1 [cond-mat.soft] 3 Jun 2016 model introduced in [11] , and find quantitative agreements for a wide range of flows spanning from the viscous to the inertial regimes. Our work thus demonstrates the key role of disorder and particle interactions on the erosion threshold, and the need to use a framework that goes beyond mean-field approaches. In addition, it opens new ways to study dynamical phase transitions where both interactions and disorder are key, as is the case for the plastic depinning of vortices in dirty superconductors [13] [14] [15] or skyrmions [16] , in a setting where table-top experiments can be performed. It is filled with spherical particles of radius a while leaving an empty buffer space in the downstream region. When a constant flow rate is imposed, eroded particles fall out into the empty buffer space. This leaves an upstream region exhibiting a flat fluid-particle interface, the height h of which decreases with time until cessation of motion. A test section of this flat fluid-particle interface is imaged by a camera and the real-time positions and velocities of the moving particles are collected.
Experimental setup
In gravel rivers, erosion occurs until the fluid stress at the top of the river bed reaches its threshold value [12] . We use this effect and perform experiments in a model sediment river in which the Shield number continuously decreases as erosion occurs and eventually stops. In this set-up, the distance to threshold can be accurately monitored by measuring the particle flux J, which slowly decreases with time until it vanishes.
We use a model flume apparatus consisting of a rectangular perspex channel (height 3.5 cm, width 6.5 cm, and length 100 cm), see figure 1. We fill up the channel entrance with a granular bed of acrylic spherical particles (of radius a = 1 mm and density ρ p = 1.19 g.cm −3 ) while leaving an empty buffer space near the outlet. In order to cover both the viscous and inertial regimes of flows, this granular bed can be immersed in two different fluids, water (of viscosity η = 1.0 cP and density ρ f = 1.00 g.cm −3 ) and a mixture of water and UCON oil (of viscosity η = 44.5 cP and density ρ f = 1.06 g.cm −3 ). A given flow rate driven by a gear pump is then imposed and kept constant for the duration of each experimental run. At the inlet of the channel, the fluid flows through a packed bed of large spheres, providing a homogeneous and laminar flow. At the outlet, the fluid is run into a thermostated fluid reservoir, which ensures a constant temperature of 25
• C across the whole flow loop. In this geometry, eroded particles fall out into the empty buffer space at the outlet. This leaves an upstream region exhibiting a flat fluid-particle interface, whose height decreases with time until cessation of motion. At constant fluid flow, θ decreases with the thickness of the fluid layer h f (which increases with time) until the threshold of motion is reached from above [4] . The experimental measurements are undertaken in the vicinity of the onset of motion, i.e. in a flow regime where only the particles located in the top one-particle-diameter layer of the bed are in motion. They consist of recording sequences of images of the top of the bed in a test section of the channel using a specially-designed particle-tracking system, see details in methods. The real-time positions and velocities of the moving particles are collected and both local and total particles fluxes, σ and J respectively, are inferred as will be described below.
Channelling pattern: Using particle tracking, the downstream and lateral velocities of each moving particle, u and v respectively, are obtained. Time-averaging over all the moving particles in the N processed images is then performed. The mean transverse velocity is found to be zero while the mean downstream (or longitudinal) velocity is approximately constant for all the runs for a given fluid. This is consistent with earlier findings that as threshold is approached, the density m of moving particles vanishes, but not their average speed [2, 17, 18] . Averaging over all runs yields a mean longitudinal velocity U = 2.2 mm/s for the water-Ucon mixture and = 36.1 mm/s for water. [19] From the measurement of these local particle velocities, the normalized local particle flux:
can be inferred at a given site (i, j) within a box having the size of one pixel in the image (one pixel is ≈ 0.15 mm). Note that the sum of the normalized local velocities u/U is undertaken over all the moving particles in the N processed images. An example of the flux spatial organization σ(i, j) is given in figure 2 (left) as a grey scale level. One of our central findings is that after time averaging, the erosion flux is not uniform. Darker regions indicate paths which are more often visited by particles. Close to incipient motion, only a few channels are explored by the particles, see the top image of figure 2 (left). Further from threshold, a greater number of preferential paths are followed and eventually the particle trajectories cover the whole bed surface, see the bottom images of figure 2 (left).
Surface visited by moving particles: We now quantify how the mean number of visited sites depends on the distance to the erosion threshold. The total normalized particle flux J is defined as the spatial average of the local particle flux σ over the N pixels boxes in the image:
Since the Shields number cannot be directly measured when the bed is viewed from above, the total flux J, which is a continuous function of the Shields number θ, is chosen as the control parameter of the experiment. As J increases, we find that the number of sites explored by the particles increases and eventually saturates when the whole surface of the test section is visited for a value J max = 0.081. In Fig.3 (left) the surface density of visited sites, ρ sites (defined as the fraction of visited pixels in images such as those shown in Fig.2 ) is plotted versus J. Interestingly, the data recorded in the viscous (×) and inertial (•) regimes (i.e. data obtained with the water-Ucon mixture and pure water, respectively) have the same trend and even are close to collapsing onto the same curve. The inset of figure 3 (left) shows that the number of moving particles is linear in particle flux and vanishes at threshold both for the viscous and inertial data. Distribution of channel strengths: To quantify the spatial organization of the erosion flux, we compute the distribution P (σ) of the local particle fluxes σ as J is varied. Our key findings are shown in Figure 4 (left):
(i) close to threshold, the different curves P (σ, J) can be collapsed using the functional form P (σ, J) = Jf (σ). Such scaling collapse is reminiscent of a continuous critical point. Note that this collapse holds in the range of local flux σ probed experimentally, but it cannot hold always, since the distribution must integrate to one, as discussed below.
(ii) For both the viscous (×) and inertial (•) regimes, the function f (x) is well fitted by the function 1/x (solid lines in the graphs), leading to:
Such a broad distribution is characteristic of a channeling phenomenon, for which some sites are almost never visited, while others are visited very often. Eq.3 has no scale, indicating that the channel pattern is a fractal object. Obviously, at large σ this distribution is cut-off, as shown in the top graph of figure 4 (left). This simply indicates that there is a maximum possible flux a site can carry, if particles have a finite speed. More surprisingly, Eq.(3) together with the constraint that P (σ) integrates to one indicates the presence of a cut-off σ min ∼ e −1/J , a quantity so small however that it does not appear in our observations at small J. However for J/J max 0.037, the scaling form of equation (3) breaks down at small σ, see bottom graph of figure 4 (left).
Spatial correlations of the channel network: We now turn to the analysis of the spatial correlations of the particle flux, defined as:
in the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively. Here the symbol • indicates a spatial average, and xy c ≡ xy − x y . Figure 5 (left) shows that there is no correlation in the transverse direction beyond ≈ 2a whereas long-range correlations appear in the longitudinal direction beyond ≈ 2a (delimited by a dashed line in the graphs). For small J, the decay can be well represented by a powerlaw, (∆i/a) α with α ≈ −0.5 (solid line in the bottom graph), and is independent of J. This observation further supports that the channel pattern is fractal with no characteristic length scales. For larger J, the decay deviates from this law and becomes stronger with increasing J.
Theoretical model
We now show that these observations quantitatively agree with a theory incorporating two ingredients: (i) the channelling induced by the disorder (resulting from the presence of an essentially static bed) and (ii) the interaction among mobile particles. Why the first ingredient implies the second can be argued as follows: the trajectory of a single mobile particle must overall follow the main direction of forcing, but will meander because it evolves on a bed which is disordered and static. Thus there are favored paths which particles follow. If there are several mobile particles, this effect of the disorder tends to channel particles together along these paths. If mobile particles were not interacting, nothing would stop this coarsening to continue, and eventually all particles would be attracted to the same optimal path. Obviously, this scenario is impossible for a large system as the density along the favored path would be much larger than unity. Particle interaction is thus key to limit channeling. Interactions result in two effects: first, a mobile particle cannot move into a site already occupied by another particle. Second, another particle can push on a mobile one and can deviate the latter from its favored path.
In [11] these effects were incorporated in a model where both space and time were discretized, and where inertial effects as well as long-range hydrodynamic interactions were neglected. The static bed is treated as a frozen background or random heights h l , where l labels the different sites of a square lattice. A fraction n of the lattice sites are occupied by particles that can move under conditions discussed below. The direction of forcing is along the lattice diagonal, indicated by the arrow in Fig. 6 . There are two inlet bonds and two outlet bonds for each node. Bonds l → m are directed in the forcing direction, and characterized by an declination θ l→m = h l − h m . For an isolated particle on site l, motion occurs if there is an outlet for which θ + θ l→m > 0, where θ is the magnitude of the forcing acting on all particles. Flow occurs along the steepest of the two outlets, resulting in channeling. When particles move, they do so with a constant velocity, thus the flux J is simply the density of mobile particles, and is bounded by J max = n (the value of n does not affects the critical properties for J 1, in our figures n = 0.25).
Finally, particles cannot overlap, but they can exert repulsive forces on particles below them. Such forces can un-trap a particle that was blocked, but can also deviate a moving particle from its course, as illustrated in 6 . The path of a particle thus depends also on the presence of particles above it. As long as these features are present, we expect the model predictions to be independent of the details of the interactions. The detailed implementation of forces are presented in methods.
Numerical results: As shown in Figs.2, the channelling map generated by the model reproduces qualitatively the experimental ones. Likewise, the dependence of the surface visited by mobile particles on the flux J shown in Fig. 3 closely matches experimental finding.
Our central result however is that this agreement is quantitative. As shown in 4, both the model and the experiment obtain the same form for P (σ) ∼ J/σ. This result is unusual. It is not captured for example by simple models of river networks [20] which also display some channeling. We are not aware of any alternative theory making such a prediction. As J increases, scaling breaks down and P (σ) becomes peaked both in experiments and in the model.
The same quantitative agreement is found for the spatial correlations of the channel strength C T and C L , as shown in Figs. 5: there are essential no correlations in the transverse direction, but correlations are long-range and decay as 1/ √ ∆y at small J, where ∆y is the distance between two sites along the flow direction.
Conclusion
We have shown experimentally that near the erosion onset, the flow of particles is heterogeneous, and concentrates into channels whose amplitude is power-law distributed. Such channels display long-range correlations in the main direction of flow, but no correlations in the transverse direction.
These observations are in striking agreement with a model where the particle dynamics is controlled both by the disorder of the bed of static particles, as well as local interactions between mobile particles. This quantitative agreement supports that effects ignored in the model are irrelevant near the transition, at least for the regime of flow reported here. This includes long-range hydrodynamic interactions, as well as the very slow creep flow of the granular bed below the mobile particles [10] .
In the framework that emerges from our work, the interplay between disorder and interactions leads to a dynamical phase separating between an arrested phase and a flowing one. The transition is continuous, as supported by the scale free channel organization near threshold reported here. Generally, near such transitions the dynamics is expected to be singular, and indeed the model predicts J ∼ (θ − θ c ) β with β = 1 [11] . This exponent is consistent with previously experimentally reported val- ues, but precise data measuring accurately β would be very valuable to test this theory further.
Finally, the proposed framework supports a direct comparison between the erosion threshold and other dynamical systems where interacting particles are driven in a disordered environment [13, 14, 21, 22] . A classical example are type II superconductors in which the disorder is strong enough to destroy the crystallinity of the vortex lattice [13] [14] [15] . If the forcing (induced by applying a magnetic field) is larger than some threshold, vortices flow along certain favored paths, reminiscent of the dynamics reported here [13] , a phenomenon referred to as plastic depinning which is not well understood theoretically [15] . Previous theoretical models of this phenomenon [14] did not consider that the interaction between particles can deviate them from their favored path. Such models lead to channels whose amplitude σ is zero or one (i.e. P (σ) is the sum of two delta functions), at odds with the broad distribution reported here. It would be very interesting to check if our framework applies to plastic depinning in general, by testing as we have done here if the distribution of channel strength is indeed power-law, or bimodal.
Methods

Experiment:
The experimental measurements are performed in a channel test section of length L = 150 mm and width W = 40 mm, located at a distance of ≈ 500 mm from the channel entrance. This test section is illuminated from below by an homogeneous light and imaged from above by a digital camera (Basler Scout) with a resolution of 1392 × 1040 pixels, see figure 1. For a given run, typically 3 to 4 sequences of typically 300 images are recorded. Note that the different sequences correspond to different decreasing bed height and thus to different decreasing particle flux J until cessation of motion is reached. The images are recorded at a rate of 30 frames per second for water and at a rate of 3.75 frames per second for the water-Ucon mixture. The number of images N which is eventually processed is chosen as to correspond to a travelled length of 193 mm, i.e. N = 160 for water and N = 257 for the water-Ucon mixture. These images are then processed to infer real-time positions and velocities of the moving particles. First, for each image of a given sequence, the moving median grey-level image is calculated over a subset of 11 images surrounding the given image (the 5 preceding and following images in addition to the given image). This moving median image is then subtracted from the given image. This provides a new image which only highlights the moving particles. Second, a convolution of this new image with a disk having the size of the particles is performed. The resulting maximum intensities yield the centers of the moving particles. Particle trajectories and velocities are finally calculated by using a simple particle-tracking algorithm which relied on the small displacement of the tracked particles between two sequential images by imposing an upper bound condition on particle displacement. Note that these conditions depend on the direction, i.e. the downstream and lateral bounds are smaller than the upstream bound. Model: Particles interact when they are adjacent. We denote by f the unbalanced force acting on one particle, coming both from particles above it (if they are present), as well as from a combination of gravity and forcing. The force vector is decomposed into two scalar components along the two outlets: the component f l→m on bond l → m is determined by:
where f l →l is the unbalanced force on particle l in the direction of the bond l → l, in the same direction as l → m, as depicted in Fig. 6 . If the site l is empty, f l →l = 0. That term f l →l captures that if a particle pushes on another one below, the latter has a stronger unbalanced force in that direction. The term θ l→m + θ characterizes the strength of the forcing with respect to the inclination of the link l → m. From a given state at time t, we first compute all the forces, illustrated by the red and blue lines in Fig. 6 . Then particles which present non-zero unbalanced forces will move in the direction where the force is greatest, if that site below is empty. In practice, we start from the bottom row. For each row, the particles are moved to the unoccupied sites in the row below, starting from the largest unbalanced forces f l→m . Rows are updated one by one toward the top of the system. In our model we use periodic boundaries. After all L rows (each of width W ) have all been updated, time t increases to t + 1.
For a given Shields number θ, we initialize the system with particles randomly positioned and study dynamic quantities in the steady state t → ∞. In practice, we average the properties in t ∈ [LW, 2LW ]. Our results are shown for L = 256 and W = 64.
